FAIR GROUNDS - March 11, 2018 - Race 7
ALLOWANCE OPTIONAL CLAIMING - Thoroughbred
FOR FOUR YEAR OLDS AND UPWARD WHICH HAVE NEVER WON THREE RACES OTHER THAN MAIDEN, CLAIMING, STARTER, OR STATE BRED OR WHICH HAVE NEVER WON FOUR RACES OR WHICH HAVE NOT WON TWO RACES SINCE SEPTEMBER 11, 2017 OR CLAIMING PRICE $80,000. Weight, 123 lbs. Non-winners Of Two Races At A Mile Or Over Since January 11 Allowed 2 lbs. One Such Race Since Then Allowed 4 lbs. Claiming Price $80,000 (Races Where Entered For $50,000 Or Less Not Considered In Allowances). ( C) Claiming Price: $80,000
One And One Sixteen Miles On The Dirt  
Track Record: (Pie in Your Eye - 1:42.02 - March 19, 1994)

Purse: $47,000
Includes: $4,000 Other Sources
Plus: $4,000 ALBSS-Accredited LA Bred Slot Supplement
Available Money: $51,000
Value of Race: $47,000 1st $28,200, 2nd $9,400, 3rd $5,170, 4th $2,820, 5th $1,410
Weather: Cloudy  
Track: Good (Sealed)

Off at: 4:07  
Start: Good for all

Fractional Times: 24.57 47.77 1:11.90 1:37.05
Final Time: 1:43.50

Winning Owner: Farish, W.S. and Kilroy, Lora Jean
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QUALITY ROAD  
Winner's sire standing at Lane's End

Breeder: W. S. Farish & Kilroy Thoroughbred Partnership
Winning Owner: Farish, W.S. and Kilroy, Lora Jean
Claiming Prices: 9 - Rich Daddy $80,000;
Scratched Horse(s): Just Move On (Veterinarian)

Total WPS Pool: $67,092

Past Performance Running Line Preview

Past Performance Running Line Preview

Trainers: 1 - Howard, Neil; 3 - Montano, Sr., Angel; 6 - Cox, Brad; 2 - McPeek, Kenneth; 4 - Morley, Thomas; 8 - Rini, Anthony; 9 - Kenneally, Eddie; 5 - Heitzmann, Eric

Owners: 1 - Farish, W.S. and Kilroy, Lora Jean; 3 - Two Dimes Stable LLC; 6 - Zayat Stables, LLC; 2 - Harold Lerner LLC, AWC Stables, Magdalena Racing (Sheri McPeek), Nehoc Stable; 4 - Bukhtoyarov, Valentin and Kappushev, Eugeny; 8 - Loooch Racing Stables, Inc.; 9 - HRH Racing and Kenneally, Eddie; 5 - Pocket Aces Racing LLC;

Footnotes
GUEST SUITE settled on the inside, was roused on the far turn, moved to the two path at the five-sixteenths, came third wide into the stretch, rallied on the outside and closed strongly to get up in the final sixteenth to finish third. SHUT THE BOX set the pace on the inside while in hand, was asked to rate at the far turn, settled on the inside, was roused on the far turn, moved to the two path at the five-sixteenths, came three wide into the stretch, rallied on the backstretch, was urged along while four then five wide on the far turn, carried six wide into the stretch and failed to respond. RICH DADDY went three wide on the first turn, settled on the outside, was urged along while three then four wide on the far turn, floated five wide into the stretch and came up empty. Aces High was last away then shut-off, went four then three wide on the far turn, lagged at the rear, was urged along in the four path on the far turn and was no factor.